
Developmental Families 

 

We are in the last week of our Phase 3 and so far, (knock on wood) we’ve had nothing but success.  It is 

such a joy to get all the IFLYers back in the water again.   

 

We are now ready to look a bit further into the future, rather than just two weeks, and plan our 

practices for the fall.  Nate, Chris and I have been working with the Aquatics Team to secure our 

practices times while adhering to all the guidelines set forth by us, Rec Services, and the University to 

ensure we continue to provide a safe environment for our coaches and swimmers.   

 

To ensure we stay within our number requirements and our coaching ratios, we have had to restructure 

the Developmental Group.  Starting Tuesday, 9/8/2020 we will have 4 Developmental Groups and each 

group will have no more than 18 in each group.  This will mean we will have up to 3 swimmers in each 

lane (2 at one end separated by 6 feet and 1 at the other end).  The schedule will be as follows:   

 Developmental 1:  Monday (CRWC) and Wednesday (FH) at 4:30-5:30 PM 

 Developmental 2:  Monday (CRWC) and Wednesday (FH) at 5:45-6:45 PM 

 Developmental 3:  Tuesday (CRWC) and Thursday (FH) at 4:30-5:30 PM 

 Developmental 4:  Tuesday (CRWC) and Thursday (FH) at 5:45-6:45 PM 

 

ALL Developmental Families will need to notify me via email (tanja-sadecky@uiowa.edu) which group 

they wish swim.  This needs to be done by Friday, 9/4/2020, at noon.  Given our current numbers we 

have plenty of spots for all our families, and even have more to allow for growth of our club, however all 

spots are first come, first serve.  Please remember, in order to attend practice all swimmers need to be 

registered with Rec Services (I perform this function), if you do not respond by Friday, you run the risk of 

being turned away at Member Services.   

 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 

Thank you, 

Tanja 

mailto:tanja-sadecky@uiowa.edu

